Numerology - The Journey of the Number 1 to Number 2
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Number 1 represents the ignition, the unstoppable masculine fire like energy that breaks away from
the static state of the potential or zero. Along its journey number 1 starts to experience the world
outside itself and relate to others. The 1 energy becomes more aware of feelings and emotions and
starts to measure. The world with the number 2 energy can be seen in pairs of opposites, black and
white, hot and cold, night and day. Relationships are of great importance to the number 2 and so is
separation, as we have to separate ourselves from something in order to grow.
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Number 2 can be aware of extreme opposites and so can make good diplomats as they can see both
sides of a situation. Whereas number 1 wants to lead from the front and be a pioneer, just looking
in the direction it is going and quite oblivious at times to anything else, the number 2 is more
comfortable, working behind the scenes as the diplomat, facilitator, co-ordinator and peace maker.
Number 2 is constantly aware of duality and has the potential to rediscover the underlying unity
behind everything.
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Number 2 has the potential to bring in the spiritual dimension. Rather than just focus on the
direction it is travelling in the number 2 is known as ‘the all seeing eye’ observing every detail as well
as both sides of a situation and very aware of the feelings of others. So while Number 1 can be very
decisive and goal orientated, focussing on the big picture and moving towards this. Number 2 can be
indecisive as they are very receptive to the feelings of others and want to promote peace and
harmony at all times, so number 2 can get very caught up in the detail.
Number 1 can be seen as masculine Yang energy and Number 2
can be seen as feminine Yin energy. Yang energy (or ego) can
protect us - it knows how to navigate us through the maze of
the desires, greed and needs of others. It does this through the
illusion of separateness. Yang (or ego) can keep us at a distance
from our truth.
Bringing in the spiritual dimension (Yin energy), the ‘real’ world
is softened with feelings, emotions and inspiration. Spirit is
eternal, not bound by physical boundaries and thoughts of the
impossible. Spirit can overcome obstacles through faith and
love. Spirit does not know fear.

Like Spirit, water is a soft gentle energy - that can move mountains.
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Yin and Yang are not in opposition but a complete dance of the world, they represent the forces that
hold the world together, in love and strength.

The shape the black makes can be similar to the shape of the number 2, also represented are
separateness, refection and symmetry, all characteristics of the number 2.

The number 2 is represented by the letter B or b, both letters have the backbone of the number 1
and the softer energy can be seen to be coming out and returning back to the backbone or centre.
The lower case b looks pregnant and so represents the feminine, receptive energy.

The shape of the number 2 can indicate measuring out in two directions as the ‘all seeing eye’
i.e.
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It is very significant that after 1900 years with everyone on this planet having dominant 1 energy in
their chart, in 100 or so years from now (the year 2014), we will reach the point that everyone on
this planet has a dominant 2 energy in their chart. This can mean a new type of leader and strength
emerging, with a focus on spirituality, ‘soft power’, sensitivity and co-operation. Our teaching
methods may have to change as children may become less competitive. Marketing tactics may have
to change as the big corporations become aware that they have a completely different type of
customer.
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Number 2 as a personal number vibration can represent a person who is very socially aware of
others, someone who can gather ideas and experience through others. Number 2s can be good
diplomats, mediators and peacemakers. They may have a mild, gentle nature that can encourage cooperation from all sides. Number 2s are usually very happy in the background and may remain
unobtrusive and discreet to avoid making decisions, but their ability to see both sides of a situation,
coupled with their sincerity can be of greater significance. Number 2s have the ability to see
separateness as well as all the detail and this can help with creative and inventive ideas.
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There can be negative qualities with the number 2 for example a lack of confidence can mean being
indecisive and afraid to make a decision. You can be overly sensitive and easily depressed if your
surroundings are unhappy. You can be very shy and may find difficulty in finding a fulfilling place in a
group. Your great concern with helping others may mean that you meddle in the affairs of others,
perhaps adding confusion rather than harmony to a situation. Focussing on system and organisation,
may be very beneficial for those dominated by 2 energy.
The Number 2 in tarot is represented by the High
Priestess. This card symbolises the subconscious
mind, the receptive and reproductive feminine
energy. Sitting between pillars that represent dark
and light the High Priestess is the balancing power
between pairs of opposites. She is looking straight
ahead and has no preference for either. The High
Priestess is the connecting link to the subconscious,
through which we must pass in order to use our
conscious potential. In the card the two columns
are those of the Temple of Solomon, they are called
Boaz and Joacim and they represent the strong
masculine and feminine aspects, which are the
forces that hold the world together in love and
strength.
The High Priestess is wearing a veil to show she is
about mystery remaining half hidden. The veil also
represents purity, knowledge and wisdom.

The word TWO in numerology
6

Soul Urge or motivation 6

TWO
Personality 7
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25

Overall self expression (6 + 7) = 13/ 4
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The 6 Soul Urge or motivation can mean continually striving for perfection and tirelessly reworking
matter to try and make it in the image of heaven. The 6 can be brought to their knees trying to make
everything perfect on the outside and at this point the 6 can potentially open up to spirit and see the
beauty without the perfection and focus on the beauty within. The number 6 also represents taking
total responsibility and truly wanting to be of service to others.
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The essence of the personality (7) is the most spiritual number and represents the magician who can
translate ideals and the spiritual into something tangible.
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The Overall Self Expression of 13/ 4 (or ‘what the world sees’) can represent transformation, change
and rebirth. 13/ 4 can move from practical and stable to creative, bringing about change and
opportunity. Behind the 3 is a 0 or potential amplifying self-expression and creativity through the
fiery mind of the individual (1).
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I will be talking about this next part of number one’s journey from two to three in next month’s
edition ... Please note that this journey is also explained in the free Numerology Guide on the home
page of my website www.janealton.com. I also update every day in terms of Numerology on the blog
on my website as well as Twitter and facebook. This is not aimed at anyone in particular it is just my
interpretation of the energies generated by today’s date.

